
Highlights:
•  We are launching the Merrill Lynch On Demand Index (MLODI). On Demand is more

than just a software notion as the broader technology concept is about bringing much
needed flexibility, agility, and execution capabilities to a business.

•  This is not an investable or tradable index. MLODI is designed to help investors better
track, measure, and understand the transformation of the software industry to the On
Demand model. Very simply put, On Demand practices will change the way customers
buy, vendors sell, and investors invest.

•  This report is the 2003 baseline study that tracks 75 software companies based on their
licensing and deployment models. We will be updating the index every quarter
following earnings season with the Q1 report due in early May.

•  MLODI breaks the software market down into sub-segments for applications,
infrastructure, and management. We look at how software is licensed and how it is
deployed to determine our final MLODI score.  Index scores range from 0 to 100, with
100 indicating a model that is 100% On Demand.

•  The overall software rating for the index at the end of 2003 was 20.0 or 13.1 excluding
Microsoft and IBM.

•  Enterprise Application Software had a 2003 calendar year rating of 14.5, with the bulk
of the On Demand revenue coming from Microsoft. This number was a little larger than
we expected, due to the inclusion of EDA software in the applications group, which
made the switch to term licensing several years ago.

•  Enterprise Infrastructure Software had the highest MLODI rating of all the groups,
posting a 2003 calendar year rating of 23.2. However, IBM and Microsoft’s large On
Demand license components skewed this index rating significantly.  If we back out both
companies’ contributions, the rating would have been just 3.8 for infrastructure.

•  Enterprise Infrastructure Management had a calendar year MLODI number of 21.6. The
relatively higher score was somewhat expected given the large contribution from
Computer Associates, which made the switch to term licensing nearly 4 years ago.

•  Our research indicates that the On Demand forces are impacting licensing models more
rapidly than deployment models right now. We expect over time that companies will
seek more agility in their business processes and opt for more utility like solutions.

•  As a result of the business model shift, we urge investors to think about different
valuation metrics such as enterprise value-to-cash flow and operating expenses-to-total
bookings, which may prove to be better methods of evaluating the underlying operations
of these companies given the changes in licensing and deployment practices.
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The Launch of the Merrill Lynch
On Demand Index (MLODI)

We are launching the Merrill Lynch On Demand Index
(MLODI). On Demand is more than just a software notion
as the broader technology concept is about bringing much
needed flexibility, agility, and execution capabilities to a
business. MLODI is designed to help investors better
track, measure, and understand the transformation of the
software industry to the On Demand model.

This edition is our baseline report, reviewing
approximately 75 major software companies’ licensing and
deployment models by quarter for 2003 along with the
companion valuation data.  Future editions will update the
sector summaries and the valuation metrics.  The MLODI
index will be updated on a quarterly basis after companies
report their quarterly earnings. The preliminary schedule is
as follows Q1 2004 in May, Q2 2004 in August, Q3 2004
in November and Q4 2004 in February of 2005.

The index will provide key optics into how quickly the
markets are moving to an On Demand model. In addition
we include a companion survey reflecting our new
valuation metrics focusing on bookings, deferred revenue,
and cash flow. The index is not designed to be treated or
used as a direct investment vehicle.

Although the concept of On Demand encompasses
hardware, software, and services, MLODI focuses
exclusively on the software aspects.  We believe we are at
the early stages of the process and this index will be a
pragmatic tool to glean better insight into the rate and type
of changes that are happening in the software space.

MLODI breaks down the overall software sector into three
distinct segments: applications, infrastructure, and
infrastructure management, plus we include some of the
hardware vendors that have significant software
businesses.  We also define some of the niche markets
within these sectors to help give investors a more granular
comparative view.

MLODI breaks the analysis into two major categories,
“Licensing” and “Deployments.”  All software licenses
sold by term or subscription licenses instead of perpetual
are considered “On Demand” licenses, and all installations
deployed on a hosted/outsourced basis and not managed by
the customers’ IT staff at the customers’ location are
considered “On Demand” deployments.  MLODI has both
company and sector data for On Demand licenses and On
Demand deployments.

Index scores range from 0 to 100, with 100 indicating a
revenue model that is 100% On Demand license and
deployment. Scores are derived as follows:

1) We sum each period’s license revenue. For example,
Enterprise Applications’ total license revenue for
calendar 2003 was $24.8 billion.

2) We sum each period’s On Demand revenue number,
both in terms of license and deployment. For the
Applications segment, On Demand license revenue
was $6.7 billion in 2003, while On Demand
deployment revenue was $514 million.

3) We then arrive at a percentage that On Demand
revenue comprises of license revenue by dividing the
former by the latter. The percentage of On Demand
license revenue for Applications was 27% ($6,666/
$24,804) while the percentage of On Demand
deployment revenue was 2% ($514/ $24,804).

4) We then add the percentages of On Demand license
revenue and On Demand deployment revenue. (27% +
2% = 29%).

5) Adjustments are then made by multiplying the
resulting figure by 100 to reconcile from a percentage.
The last adjustment includes a division by two to
eliminate any double counting that may exist between
reporting On Demand license and On Demand
deployment. (29% * 100/ 2 = 14.5).

The overall software index figure is derived in a similar
manner. We sum On Demand license and deployment
revenue across all categories and divide that by the sum of
all license revenue to arrive at the percentage composition
of On Demand revenue. We then add the percentages of
On Demand license and On Demand deployment. Finally,
we multiply that figure by 100 and divide by 2.

Key Conclusions

•  The overall software rating for the index at the end of
2003 was 20.0 or 13.1 excluding Microsoft and IBM.

•  Enterprise Application Software had a 2003 calendar
year rating of 14.5, with the bulk of the On Demand
revenue coming from Microsoft. This number was a
little larger than we expected, due to the inclusion of
EDA software in the applications group, which made
the switch to term licensing several years ago.

•  Enterprise Infrastructure Software had the highest
MLODI rating of all the groups, posting a 2003
calendar year rating of 23.2. However, IBM and
Microsoft’s large On Demand license components
skewed this index rating significantly.  If we back out
both companies’ contributions, the rating would have
been just 3.8 for infrastructure.

•  Enterprise Infrastructure Management had a calendar
year MLODI number of 21.6. This was somewhat
expected given the large contribution from Computer
Associates, which made the switch to term licensing
nearly 4 years ago.

•  Our research has found that the On Demand forces are
impacting licensing models more rapidly than
deployment models right now.
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•  The volume of On Demand deployments are mostly
tied to outsourcing arrangements today, but several
promising new companies are taking advantage of
purely hosted services and we expect to see this trend
continue.

•  Microsoft and IBM’s enormous software revenues
comprise, by far, the greatest On Demand ratings.  To
get a better picture of the evolution of the space it is
important to also examine the numbers without their
contribution.

•  At the end of the day, the inexorable demand of the
market to receive goods and services which reduce
cost, optimize time, and minimize risk has created key
enablers that are unleashing the power of On Demand
across the business world.

•  As a result of the shift that we are seeing, we urge
investors to think about different valuation metrics
such as enterprise value-to-cash flow and operating
expenses-to-total bookings, which may prove to be
better methods of evaluating the underlying operations
of these businesses.

On Demand Primer

What is “On Demand?”

Broadly, On Demand is a term used to describe the current
transformation in technology today.  It is the solution to a
host of problems, including:

•  The lack of flexibility in organizations to implement a
desired process change

•  Low utilization of computing capacity

•  The difficulties of integrating different systems into a
unified whole

•  The costs associated with managing and maintaining
technology systems

•  The impossibility of dynamically increasing or
decreasing system capacity based on market demand

IBM has a compelling vision of dynamically provisioned
resources supporting software that captures a company’s
business processes in code.  We agree with their view that On
Demand is a multifaceted approach to solving some of the IT
challenges facing a business. In our report we are focused
exclusively on what this means to the software universe and
are using some of the disclosed licensing and deployment data
as a means to pragmatically measure the impact.

To fully understand the impact On Demand will have in
software, investors need to appreciate the traditional model
of licensing and deploying software.

Traditionally, a buyer makes a significant outlay of cash
for software up-front.  The buyer must account for both
future growth and maximum capacity, frequently
overbuying to take advantage of attractive vendor
discounts.  The customer owns these licenses whether or
not they ultimately grow into them.  Then a period of time

elapses where the software is installed, configured, and
customized for their business.   We estimate the cost of
implementation services to be 6-8 times the software
license cost.  Furthermore, the customer is paying
maintenance on their software the entire time, even though
the software may or may not deliver any value during this
period.

Once the software is in production in a customer’s data
center, additional hardware or networking components
frequently must be bought to provide the performance or
scalability required. When patches or upgrades are
required, there is the risk that the change may adversely
affect the system.  IT staffs must devote significant time
and effort to ensure minimal disruption to the system.
These kinds of ongoing service costs are commonplace,
and can push the total cost of ownership (TCO) far above
the customers’ initial expectations. Furthermore, software
customization creates very high switching costs for
customers, thereby locking in the vendor.

Based on recent surveys, buyers would prefer to be free to
scale their licenses up or down as their business needs
dictate.  Buyers would like to bring the software
functionality into their system easily, without worrying
about additional hardware or the cost and effort required
for patching/upgrading.  And most of all, buyers want to
be able to switch out a vendor who is failing to perform.

These demands are being met, today, by On Demand
licensing and deployments models.

On Demand is all about flexibility.  The price/performance
of technology components has improved so much that it is
cost effective to build highly scalable computing
platforms.  The software that runs on these platforms is
unique in that it can be comprised of a highly flexible set
of components.  This promises that business analysts and
consultants can now represent their business processes in
the software itself to a degree previously unheard of.  The
whole system can now be componentized to a level that
allows one to scale up or down capacity, depending on the
business needs at that moment in time.

The signature features of On Demand software solutions
are 1) term licensing and 2) hosted offerings - though it is
possible to be considered an On Demand software solution
having only one without the other.

On Demand contracts are renewable term contracts, usually
about 2-3 years in length.  At the termination of the contract,
a customer may renew the contract, find an alternate
provider, or cancel the contract outright.  This customer
empowerment motivates the vendor to provide excellent
product and service or risk non-renewal, a sharp contrast to
the “sell and run” mentality of perpetual license sales.
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� Why is this happening now?

Today there are technologies and standards that let IT
shops swap in and out specific software components at a
fraction of the time and cost it used to be.  This approach is
known as a “Service Oriented Architecture” and the most
visible implementation is Web Services – loosely coupled,
reusable services available over the web.

For example, instead of buying a complex application
package with hundreds of features, you may be able to
selectively choose which features you need and then plug
them into your business process where you need them.

Importantly, the location of these services does not have to
be in your data center.  The declining costs of hardware
and networking components make it economically feasible
for vendors to provide software-as-a-service to their
customers via a hosted offering. The select features you
choose may be located in your vendor’s data center and are
available to your system over the Internet via a secure and
simple interface.

This has the added advantage of reducing some
maintenance costs.  For example, vendors maintain and
manage their own software.  When one patch or upgrade is
applied, all their customers benefit simultaneously.  In
other words, the ongoing costs of patching and upgrading
are now borne by the vendor and made available to you
seamlessly.

For further detail about On Demand, please read our
February 10th report, “Software Goes On Demand in
2004.”

Valuation Considerations for On
Demand Licensing

For the investor, the changes to the software business
model have a meaningful impact. If just the licensing
model changes and vendors sign more contracts on a
subscription basis versus the traditional perpetual
approach, the financials will likely look very different.
From an implementation perspective, the On Demand
model may require more upfront infrastructure investment
or new distribution partners that alter the typical operating
expense structure. As a result, normal valuation metrics
such as price-to-earnings and price-to-sales may not be
appropriate. We believe that metrics such as enterprise
value-to-cash flow and operating expenses-to-total
bookings may prove to be better methods of evaluating the
underlying operations of these businesses.

We are not arguing the case that On Demand companies
deserve higher multiples. We argue rather that the focus of
investors needs to shift from just examining the income
statement to paying careful attention to the composite of
the financial statements with a careful eye toward deferred
revenue and cash flow. From a trading perspective this
industry transformation could create some confusion as
investors are forced to utilize different variables in
assessing valuation.

With an On Demand model, license revenue is booked
upon signing the contract but appears on the balance sheet
as deferred revenue.  It is then recognized ratably over the
term of the contract. The company only moves deferred
revenue off of the balance sheet and onto the income
statement one period at a time. This creates a great deal of
visibility into a company’s revenue stream on a forward
basis.  Often, upwards of 80% of quarterly revenue is
visible on day one of a quarter. While this is nice for the
investor, the more important issue is that it allows
companies to better manage their operating expenses, as
they know more accurately what the revenue will be before
the last week of the quarter.

For example, a two-year term license for $1 million will be
recorded as $125K in revenue over 8 quarters.  The
deferred revenue balance related to this transaction will
decline by $125K each of the 8 quarters. As a result of this
revenue recognition policy, we can now look onto the
deferred revenue line on the balance sheet as an indicator
of future revenue to be recognized in coming quarters.
Some investors are unsure how to measure near term
growth, now that the license line of the income statement
is a smaller part of the story.  The answer is on the balance
sheet- specifically the increase or decrease in deferred
revenue is the near-term indicator of growth.

In addition, cash flow becomes the much more
representative indicator of actual profitability versus
reported net income. This is because many vendors will
collect the cash upfront for the entire contract, again, only
recognizing the revenue a quarter at a time. In this case,
clearly, cash flow provides a better proxy for the health of
the company’s business.

One area where investors must remain vigilant is the issue
of renewals. For vendors, the longer-term viability of the
model is predicated on strong annualized contract value
renewal rates. This is very important because, without a
strong renewal rate, the On Demand model simply masks a
longer-term slowdown in bookings.

To be fair, we still have this issue in the perpetual world
today as investors don’t really know how much license is
being sold on a per CPU or per seat basis. The concept of
shelfware, i.e. software sold but not implemented and sitting
on the shelf of the customer, started because customers
bought too much capacity before they were able to
implement the technology. For the vendor this means the
account has been oversold and it’s unlikely to see additional
revenue until the products are implemented. We are not
overly obsessed or concerned with this dynamic of the term
model because of the over-selling of forward capacity in the
perpetual model. However, in order to remain balanced, we
acknowledge this concern and will try to carefully monitor
and track this to the extent it is disclosed.

One of the weaknesses of the On Demand model is the
nonstandard way companies report their revenue.  Some
break out their deferred revenue line between prepaid
services engagements, maintenance, and deferred license
costs.  Other vendors simply do not disclose this
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information or maintain off the balance sheet backlog due
to certain contracts that have been booked but not billed.
As a result, we believe that the change in deferred revenue
is the best proxy for companies with On Demand models -
however that figure is a little rough given the varying
degree of revenue that flows into that account.

We anticipate that over the next year this measure will
improve in its accuracy as more investors clamor for the
information. We also expect companies to provide more
granular information for On Demand valuation metrics
given that valuations could become depressed if investors
lack the visibility into the bookings and profitability
measure that are now flowing through the balance sheet.
Finally, we expect the index to evolve with the industry
and acknowledge some of the rough assumptions we are
making in this first baseline report.

Key Metrics

Given the model change, we believe companies’
performance should be viewed in the context of total
bookings (revenues + net change in deferred revenues).
This measure works well when vendors outline the
component of deferred revenue that is subscription revenue
related to new product sales as opposed to maintenance,
consulting or perpetual license.

Accordingly, we have developed a set of valuation metrics
that takes into account changing business models. The goal
of this exercise is to try and better compare the pure On
Demand, hybrid, and traditional perpetual license models.
Without some normalization of bookings and profitability
measures On Demand companies look less profitable on the
income statement than their perpetual license counterparts.

We will look at EV/OCF, OCF/E, and lastly as a productivity
metric, we look to our OER, or operating efficiency ratio,
which gives us a bookings-adjusted operating margin. That’s
not to say that we think investors should ignore more
traditional valuation metrics such as price to sales (P/S), and
price to earnings (P/E) multiples, or even DCF models.
However, we believe that some of the following metrics are
more useful for measuring the performance of companies
with an On-Demand revenue model.

� EV / OCF

First we apply an Enterprise Value to operating cash flow
(EV/OCF) multiple. We assume EV to equal the market
capitalization plus any long-term debt, minus cash, and
pull operating cash flow from the cash flow statement.
This allows us to more appropriately value the business,
especially during a business model transition in which
revenue growth appears to be understated, as do
corresponding earnings growth rates. You can use this
metric, and compare it to the company’s EV / Op E that we
calculate as the company’s taxed operating earnings. This
helps to illustrate the understatement of the earnings on the
income statement.

� OCF / E

Similarly, utilizing an operating cash flow to net income,
or earnings multiple further illustrates the magnitude of the
understatement of revenue and earnings on the income
statement. As mentioned earlier, we believe that operating
cash flow provides a more complete view of a company’s
operating performance.

� OER – Operating Efficiency Ratio

As companies can successfully move customers to a
subscription model, we would expect to see improvement
in both gross margin, as well as revenue growth, which will
lead to improvements in the company’s operating margin
over the longer term. From a productivity perspective, we
use an operating efficiency ratio (OER). We calculate this
by taking total bookings, minus operating expenses divided
by total bookings (where bookings equals revenue plus net
change in deferred revenue) to measure the productivity of
the model. This gives us a bookings adjusted operating
margin. Again, because revenue typically just moves from
the balance sheet, we believe you need to look at the total
bookings number in the quarter to measure the true
salesforce performance.

Chart 1: Merrill Lynch On Demand Index (MLODI)
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MLODI Review of 2003

� Total Software

Total Software, which we grouped into three buckets -
Enterprise Applications, Infrastructure, and Infrastructure
Management -, ended 2003 with an overall MLODI rating
of 20.0. This number was a result of On Demand license
contributing 34% to total license revenue and On Demand
deployment revenue comprising 6%. Enterprise
Infrastructure had the highest MLODI rating of 23.2,
followed by Infrastructure Management with 21.6 and
Enterprise Applications at 14.5.

Due to Microsoft’s and IBM’s large revenue bases that
greatly skew the numbers, we offer results excluding both
companies. Microsoft and IBM had opposite effects and
IBM clearly had the larger impact.

Excluding Microsoft, Total Software’s score rose to 22.2,
with On Demand license remaining at 34% but On
Demand deployment increasing to 10%, pulled upwards by
IBM’s larger On Demand deployment. Excluding both
Microsoft and IBM, the index rating fell to 13.1 – On
Demand license decreased to 22% while the deployment
figure fell to 4%. With the exclusions, rankings would
have changed as follows: Infrastructure Management
would have had the highest MLODI rating of 21.6,
followed by Enterprise Applications at 14.5, and
Enterprise Infrastructure at 3.8.

Chart 2: Total Software MLODI Rating, 2003
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Our research indicates the transformation to On Demand
licensing and deployment will be a gradual process.
Different categories will progress to varying degrees,
rather than a sharp conversion across the board.

There are some cases in which the licensing model makes
the transition first, such as with Microsoft’s volume
licensing program. In other cases the deployment model
will transform first, such as when the rate of technology
change is so great that the costs associated with the
constant upgrades make the On Demand deployment
model more appealing than On Premise. Salesforce.com
and WebEx had 100% of both their license revenues and
deployments represented by On Demand models.

Note Concerning IBM Software
The inclusion of IBM’s software revenue poses a
challenge to MLODI.  The issue is that IBM does not
break out their revenues by brand, which requires us to
make a judgement call when assigning their revenues.
After considering our options, we chose to keep it simple
and to include the entire revenue number in the Enterprise
Infrastructure Software category.

We believe this is reasonable because the OS and
Middleware revenue breakouts comprise approximately
95% of IBM’s total software revenue number.  That said,
there are some important caveats to consider:

1. We understand this figure includes IBM Lotus
revenue.  These are primarily products we classify as
“knowledge worker” and would include in Enterprise
Application Software along with Microsoft’s
comparable products.  While do not precisely know
Lotus’ contribution to IBM’s number, we believe the
overwhelming majority is perpetual license and
managed on premise by IBM customers.

2. We also understand this includes IBM Tivoli revenue.
These are Enterprise Infrastructure Management
products and compare more with CA, BMC, etc.
Tivoli’s contribution to IBM’s software is likely
higher than Lotus, but lacking the precise number we
can not assign it to Infrastructure Management.  We
also believe most of Tivoli’s revenue is sold as a
perpetual license and is managed by IBM customers.

3. Lastly, we recognize this figure includes maintenance
revenue in the number, which is not something
MLODI tracks.  This will skew the number somewhat.

From the IBM 10K we see that 60% of the total software
number is subscription and 40% is perpetual.  We used this
to determine the On Demand Licensing component.   For
On Demand deployments of IBM software, we used
reasonable estimates of the percent of the software revenue
that was due to IGS outsourcing arrangements.

In summary, the inclusion of IBM to MLODI’s Infrastructure
category will skew the numbers upward because of the large
size of the overall numbers.  We hope IBM will break these
out by brand and license revenue in time.

� Enterprise Application Software

Enterprise Applications includes results from CRM, ERP,
SCM, Knowledge Worker applications, Business Analytics,
and Technical & Design Software companies. Despite results
increasing due to the inclusion of Technical & Design
Software, an early mover in the transition to an On Demand
model, the segment ranked last out of our three surveyed
software groupings. In 2003, the Applications index scored
14.5. This number was comprised of an On Demand license
percentage of 27% and an On Demand deployment percentage
of 2%. Excluding Microsoft’s Info Worker and Business
Solutions segments from the results, the Applications index
decreased to 11.3, with On Demand license decreasing to 19%
and On Demand deployment increasing to 4%.
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Chart 3: Enterprise Applications MLODI Rating, 2003
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Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
The ERP market has moved toward a period of relative
maturity. When a business application supports processes
that are viewed as utility-like or undifferentiated, then it is
ripe for an On Demand model. While most large
enterprises have already purchased ERP solutions from
such vendors as SAP, Oracle, PeopleSoft, or Lawson, there
are several ERP companies that have been hugely
successful with the On Demand model. For traditional
human resources services, including payroll, and benefits,
Paychex, Ceridian, NetSuite and ADP have been very
successful in selling their managed HR offerings to
thousands of customers.

With respect to the larger ERP vendors, executives at
Oracle are huge proponents of the software as a service
model, and offer its eBusiness Suite on a hosted basis.
Oracle is taking many steps to move down stream into the
SMB market, which is likely a better candidate for a
hosted Oracle ERP solution. Oracle’s hosted offering was
a very small part of revenue in 2003; however, we
definitely expect to see Oracle’s On Demand business
increase as a percentage of the business over the next
couple of years. While currently negligible as a portion of
their business, PeopleSoft and SAP have just started
exploring this arena, as they too are striving to move into
the SMB market with more economical solutions.

Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
CRM has perhaps been the first of the enterprise
applications sectors to have true success with the On
Demand model. Salesforce.com has successfully hosted
CRM solutions for more than 9,000 customers and
130,000 subscribers.  Seeing the success Salesforce.com
has had with its On Demand model, Siebel Systems has
teamed up with IBM to provide its own CRM solution
hosted by IBM.  Launched in the fall of 2003, it is still too
early to assess the financial impact the On Demand
product will have on Siebel’s earnings results as the
proportion that On Demand contributes is close to nil at
this moment. However, we do suspect that it will cause a
bit of a drag on earnings, at least in the first year,
particularly as the company is providing the first 3-months
of service to its customers for no charge. In Siebel’s March
Q1 2004 it did announce a healthy 229 customer wins for
its hosted offering.

Supply Chain Management (SCM)
Although there are some exceptions, SCM solutions are a
bit difficult to offer using the On Demand model. While
Oracle, PeopleSoft, i2, and SAP do provide such solutions
on a hosted basis; to date this has not been an area of huge
demand. We believe that there could be some growth in
this market around hosted collaboration solutions between
customers and suppliers as there are benefits of aggregated
data. However, our results show that in the near-term this
market is more aligned with traditional models.

Microsoft Information Worker and Business Solutions
Microsoft has done a good job moving its Information
Worker customers to its volume (On Demand) licensing
model.  The company hopes this encourages more frequent
upgrades and a smoothing of revenues given the
elongation of the PC cycle.  As a result, Microsoft Office
was typically included in many of the Software Assurance
deals as a result of the licensing program change. We
believe that this model has some challenges given that
customers may not require all the latest functionality in
Office. This means the company must continue to focus on
adding more value in the product through its rights
management, XML, and even business solutions modules
in order to drive frequent upgrades and renewals.

Using the company’s estimates, approximately 40% of the
Information Worker business is licensed via multi-year
licensing programs.

In Microsoft’s Business Solutions division, volume
licensing has not really had an impact given the relatively
low price points and traditional perpetual licensing
policies. Including both groups in application software,
Microsoft had about 38% of 2003 calendar year license
revenue in Application software licensed On Demand.

Other Knowledge Worker Applications
Autodesk has been working to increase its base of
recurring revenues. Autodesk uses the classic product
upgrade cycle model. It was only in the past two to three
years, after being able to move to a more rapid release
cycle (plus price inducements), that the company was able
to start growing its base of recurring revenues through
what are in effect maintenance contracts. We believe this
change has already begun to have a positive impact on the
valuation accorded the company's shares.

Adobe Systems on the other hand, has not made the
commitment to build more of recurring or subscriptions-
based On Demand model. We suspect that part of the
impediment thus far has been that on a per-customer basis
the number of users is often relatively small.

Business Analytics
In the Business Analytics market, the leading public
Business Intelligence and Data Integration vendors
(including Business Objects, Hyperion, Cognos,
MicroStrategy, Ascential and Informatica) have so far
been reluctant to abandon the traditional perpetual
software licensing model.  However, several private
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vendors have adopted almost exclusively subscription-
based models, including SAS Institute and Spotfire.
Predictive Analytic vendors such as Fair Isaac (including
the former HNC) have actively offered usage-based
services (such as Falcon Anti-Fraud) as well as hosted
solutions such as Liquid Credit and PPO Bill Review.

Technical & Design Software
In the Technical & Design arena, Cadence Design and
Synopsys have moved the furthest to an On Demand
model, having begun the process in 1999-2000. These
moves reflect the rapid pace of technical change in chip
design especially, as well as the unusually large, multi-
product and multi-year contracts that distinguish the group.

The other companies in the CAD/PLM and Design
software segments have a long way to go to match these
proportions of On Demand license recognition.  Having
said that, Dassault Systemes' "right to use" model has long
been a source of its business model strength.

� Enterprise Infrastructure Software

Enterprise Infrastructure reflected results from the
Operating Systems, Database, Application Server and
Integration companies. Enterprise Infrastructure achieved
the highest MLODI rating, with a 2003 MLODI rating of
23.2, and On Demand license revenue of 38% and On
Demand deployment of 9%. Excluding Microsoft’s Client
and Worker segments, the rating increases to 30.3 due to
On Demand license increasing to 44% and On Demand
deployment increasing to 17% as a result of IBM.
Excluding IBM as well as Microsoft from the equation, the
MLODI rating falls substantially to 3.8, with On Demand
license and deployment figures of 3% and 5%,
respectively, and in which case Enterprise Infrastructure
would have ranked last in On Demand adoption.

Chart 5: Enterprise Infrastructure MLODI Rating, 2003
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Operating Systems – Microsoft and Linux
As mentioned earlier, Microsoft has pushed its customer
base in the direction of term based licensing with the
Licensing 6.0 program. On a delivery basis, the OS is
normally bundled and shipped with hardware and deployed
On Premise.

As Linux has gone mainstream, the delivery practice has
been similar with OEM’s like IBM, HP, and Dell pre-
bundling a version from Red Hat or Novell’s SuSE. The
open source model typically does not charge a licensing
fee- just a subscription support contract. This is usually a
one-year maintenance contract for technology support,
upgrades, and maintenance.

Database
On the database front Oracle, IBM, and Microsoft still
primarily sell perpetual licenses for their products, but
there the market dynamics are slowly changing.  Oracle
offers to manage database deployments for its customers
via its outsourcing business unit. This is typically done in
conjunction with an E-Business Suite deal.  IBM can
manage a DB2 instance as part of a broader outsourcing
agreement.  Microsoft is not necessarily in the business of
managing an outsourced deployment but they will license
the technology on a term basis as part of a Software
Assurance agreement. We think customers are beginning
to consider both term licensing and outsourcing for their
database deployments but the tipping point is still years
away. The transition to term licensing might happen
sooner than later as the technology becomes mature.

Application Server Platforms
The major application server vendors, BEA and IBM
typically sell their products on a perpetual basis and
customers tend to manage the operations themselves.
Within IBM’s middleware software business, which
comprises the majority of its total software number, we
estimate IBM generates around 20% -25% % of the
segment’s revenue from hosted offerings. For the most
part, hosted offerings are only done on a larger outsourcing
basis given that the development of applications on the
platform are typically done by internal IT or a 3rd party
systems integrator. BEA estimates about 5 percent of their
deployments are part of a 3rd party outsourcing option.

Over time, we would expect both firms to offer some
greater flexibility in licensing as customers seek to add
capacity. Open source offerings also could push the
licensing approach in the direction of term-based pricing.

Utility computing (a.k.a. “Grid Computing”) is an area that
generates interest to analysts and investors as it enables
software be used as a service and metered just like a public
utility meters our electric service. BEA and Veritas
announced a partnership recently that enables BEA’s
service oriented architecture to work within Veritas’ utility
computing services.  Whereas IBM was about the only
game in town for comprehensive utility computing software
solutions, now BEA and Veritas provide an alternative.
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Enterprise Application Integration
The EAI category is a tricky category to move to an On
Demand model because of the inherent challenges of
integrating legacy code.

Some of the segments, such as EDI, are likely candidates
to move quickly given the growing maturation of web
services and XML technologies. We think the gradual
adoption of service-oriented architecture could change this
dynamic in the next three to five years as more
organizations build and deploy systems that have the
needed XML hooks to allow network based integration
approaches.

There will most likely always be a market for traditional
EAI tools but new solutions from providers such as Grand
Central are quite interesting. If Grand Central’s hosted,
service-oriented integration network takes off it could
change the face of the integration market. From a licensing
perspective, most of the deals done today are on a
perpetual basis. A few years back, webMethods was
selling on a term basis, however, customers ended up
driving more toward a perpetual model given the project
nature of the deployments. webMethods now generates
95% of its new license revenue from perpetual licenses,
with some legacy recurring license revenue.  The
deployment side is entirely customer managed.

IBM Middleware
IBM’s infrastructure software is focused on the
WebSphere brand of products, operating systems, and
other related products.  We estimate that 20-23% of new
license revenue was a subscription license, and the vast
majority of this was host-based.

On Demand deployments were primarily from host-based
operating systems and middleware, complemented by
some IGS outsourcing.  We estimate the percentage of
IBM Infrastructure Software deployed in an On Demand
fashion to be in the high teens.

Microsoft Client and Server
Microsoft’s Client OS and Server divisions showed
considerable On Demand revenue representing almost a
third of total revenues in calendar 2003, and were the bulk
of this sector’s On Demand representation.  However their
deployments are still heavily skewed toward customer
managed and on premise

� Infrastructure Management Software

Infrastructure Management reflected results from systems
management companies such as CA, Mercury Interactive,
Quest Software and BMC and had a rating that was just
under that of the Infrastructure segment. Infrastructure
Management had a 2003 MLODI rating of 21.6, which
was the result of On Demand license revenue of 38% and
On Demand deployment of 6%.

Chart 5: Infrastructure Management MLODI Rating, 2003
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This category is undergoing an interesting transformation
on both mainframe and distributed fronts. From a
mainframe licensing perspective, term pricing has been a
typical practice as customers are comfortable with buying
capacity for their particular machines.  These deployments
are often also managed by IBM or another 3rd party
systems integrator. We would expect the mainframe
segment to continue to be a leader in terms of On Demand
business models.

In the distributed market, the practices are evolving
quickly. Most of the solutions sold in the 1990’s are
textbook examples of the flaws in traditional perpetual
software sales.  This is why vendors like Computer
Associates, BMC, and even Tivoli (IBM) have each, in
one way or another, adopted more flexible licensing
programs. Indeed, CA has recast its business model to
completely term based licensing from the upfront perpetual
model. In terms of deployment, CA does not offer a hosted
solution at this point in time. BMC is also beginning to be
a bit more flexible and is offering both perpetual and term
licenses. Historically, 15-20% of the company’s license
bookings have been ratable, despite the jump last quarter
where 41% of bookings were ratable. Of the ratable
portion, about a third comes as term licenses.  In 2003, this
equates to about 10% of BMC’s new license figure being
subscription based, with its entire new license being
customer managed.

The other aspect of this market that has changed in the last
few years is the popular usage of hosted application
performance management (APM) solutions. Given the data
overload of traditional systems management solutions
many customers found that using agent-less APM to
monitor end-user service levels was a more cost-effective
and value-added means of ensuring uptime and
satisfaction. Mercury Interactive used this model very
successfully to sell their APM solutions. Part of their
success also included the flexibility of term-based
licensing so the obstacles to customers’ adoption were
miniscule. Roughly 51% of the company’s bookings are
subscription based. We still expect this market to continue
to evolve from both a licensing and hosting perspective to
a pure On Demand model.

Security
Security software vendors have been among the leading
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proponents of both subscription and hosted offerings.
Subscriptions in the security market typically provide for
updates (signatures, URLs, attack profiles and other
content).  Anti-Virus vendors Network Associates and
Symantec have increasingly focused on the subscription
proportion of their business and derived a significant
proportion of 2003 license revenues on a subscription basis
- Symantec over 50%, Network Associates 33%.  Web
content filtering solutions lend themselves to the same
model.  In the last year, firewall vendors Check Point and
NetScreen have offered value-added subscription services
to provide updates for deep packet inspection capabilities.
While revenues remain modest, the trend is toward a
distinct and recurring revenue component.

Hosted offerings are also seeing increasing adoption in the
security market.  In the Anti-Virus segment, Network
Associates’ hosted McAfee AsAP service represented 8%
of revenues in 2003, increasing from 5% in 2002, and
Symantec has indicated plans to follow suit with similar
services.  Authentication services also lend themselves to a
hosted model - VeriSign’s managed PKI services have
prevailed in a market where pure software approaches
have struggled.  Managed Security Services continue to
gain ground in the market - providers such as Symantec
and VeriSign tend to compete on the merits of proprietary
technology as well as outsourced effectiveness, though
revenues remain relatively small.  Organizations are
increasingly turning to a hosted approach to manage email
scanning and spam prevention - for now there are several
private companies including Postini, FrontBridge and
MessageLabs offering anti-spam service on a hosted
model. We expect to track the entry of public vendors into
this segment as well.

Storage
EMC’s primary brands, Documentum and Legato, both are
almost exclusively perpetual licenses and On Premise
deployments.

Veritas follows suit, with nearly 100% of their licenses
following the traditional model of perpetual license and On
Premise.  Most Veritas customers today prefer managing
storage themselves. There was a lot of noise related to
outsourced storage a few years ago (with the advent of
Storage Service Providers or SSPs), but the SSP phase
came and went. For example, StorageNetworks, a pioneer
in SSPs, recently returned funds to shareholders after
abandoning the SSP market to become a software
company. At this time, it appears that most customers
today are more comfortable managing their mission-
critical data in-house.

The Future of On Demand

On Demand is more than just a software notion.  It is an
expansive concept that encompasses people, processes,
and technologies.

It has been a natural response to the restrictions of
traditional IT.  It just doesn’t make sense to force someone

to buy IT components, create processes, or hire people to
support maximum capacity when the baseline level of
required computing resources is much lower. Examples of
this are big spikes in required capacity for payroll only
twice a month or additional resources for retailers are
required during the Holiday period but not as much during
the summer months.  Customers want to be able to vary
their investments to match fluctuating market demands –
On Demand.

The flexibility of On Demand impacts personnel, enabling
dynamic reallocations of talent to contain costs while
delivering the same quality of service.  Models have
existed in this space for some time in the form of
temporary staffing services, but with the advent of
communication and interoperability standards, On Demand
personnel has moved into higher value roles.  The entire
concept of outsourcing IT roles to India or China is a very
visible example of the powerful attraction of On Demand
concepts in the labor market.

We expect this trend to mature and grow toward a scenario
when it is simple to find certain skills and acquire them for
the period of time needed and then release them back into
the market.  Inhibitors to this include the visible political
costs and the natural learning curve people have when
entering a new system.  Still, the benefits of On Demand in
the workforce are greater than the costs, and we will see
continued evolution in this space until we equilibrium.

On Demand lends itself to a new model for business
processes.  Whereas these processes have been created and
supported in-house, it is now possible to let third party
companies host some or all of them.  Payroll is an
excellent example.  There are several vendors today who
can process payroll for thousands of different customers,
seamlessly integrating with their back office processes.

Clearly, the technology is there. Many companies are still
hesitant to run mission critical applications in a hosted or
On Demand manner. However, consider Amazon.com and
eBay.  These are both large scale Internet applications that
are run over a network. Given the success of these
companies, it is apparent that scalability is not a problem.
This concept is becoming more evident, and is now
beginning to work its way into the enterprise. Enterprise
adoption will come only after a variety of concerns are
met: Security must be robust enough, and policies must be
determined for data management, accessibility, and
provisioning.

We also expect to see these processes broken down further
into atomic units of work that can be dynamically
combined by multiple consumers into composite
applications.  Inhibitors to this integration nirvana include
security, metering, and still developing interoperability
standards.
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On Demand technology is an exciting space to watch
today.  It is alternately called “grid” or “utility” computing
by various vendors.  The notion, by now, is familiar. A
company can throw any unit of work against an
anonymous system and have the result returned instantly.
The company would only pay for the usage of the system
for the work done. Many vendors are working to this end,
and the focus is on ensuring failover, management of the
disparate system, security, performance tuning, auto
routing of resources… the list goes on.

At the end of the day, the inexorable demand of the market
to provide goods and services faster, with less risk, for less
money has created some key enablers that are unleashing
the power of On Demand across the business world.
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Chart 6: MLODI Summary, 2003

CQ1:03 CQ2:03 CQ3:03 CQ4:03 CY03 CQ1:03 CQ2:03 CQ3:03 CQ4:03 CY03 CQ1:03 CQ2:03 CQ3:03 CQ4:03 CY03

Enterprise Apps $5,671 $5,690 $5,708 $7,737 $24,806 $1,565 $1,596 $1,595 $1,910 $6,666 $124 $127 $128 $136 $514

   Percentage OD 28% 28% 28% 25% 27% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

   excl MSFT $3,197 $3,162 $3,293 $4,652 $14,304 $634 $656 $680 $752 $2,722 $124 $127 $128 $136 $514

   Percentage OD 20% 21% 21% 16% 19% 4% 4% 4% 3% 4%

Enterprise Infra $9,213 $8,983 $9,562 $10,939 $38,697 $3,277 $3,522 $3,586 $4,226 $14,611 $738 $805 $814 $977 $3,335

   Percentage OD 36% 39% 38% 39% 38% 8% 9% 9% 9% 9%

   excl MSFT $4,851 $4,532 $4,887 $5,746 $20,016 $1,912 $2,121 $2,137 $2,608 $8,778 $738 $805 $814 $977 $3,335

   Percentage OD 39% 47% 44% 45% 44% 15% 18% 17% 17% 17%

   excl MSFT & IBM $1,722 $1,053 $1,391 $1,474 $5,640 $35 $34 $39 $45 $153 $73 $66 $71 $69 $280

   Percentage OD 2% 3% 3% 3% 3% 4% 6% 5% 5% 5%

Infrastructure Mgmt $2,130 $2,104 $2,248 $2,613 $9,091 $736 $811 $878 $994 $3,419 $119 $121 $127 $144 $511

   Percentage OD 35% 39% 39% 38% 38% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%

TOTAL SOFTWARE $17,015 $16,776 $17,518 $21,289 $72,595 $5,578 $5,929 $6,059 $7,130 $24,696 $981 $1,053 $1,069 $1,257 $4,360

   Percentage OD 33% 35% 35% 33% 34% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%

   excl MSFT $10,179 $9,797 $10,428 $13,011 $43,412 $3,283 $3,588 $3,695 $4,354 $14,920 $981 $1,053 $1,069 $1,257 $4,360

   Percentage OD 32% 37% 35% 33% 34% 10% 11% 10% 10% 10%

   excl MSFT & IBM $7,050 $6,318 $6,932 $8,739 $29,036 $1,406 $1,501 $1,597 $1,791 $6,295 $316 $314 $326 $349 $1,305

   Percentage OD 20% 24% 23% 20% 22% 4% 5% 5% 4% 4%
 

CQ1:03 CQ2:03 CQ3:03 CQ4:03 CY03

Enterprise Apps 14.9 15.1 15.1 13.2 14.5
   excl MSFT 11.8 12.4 12.3 9.5 11.3

Enterprise Infra 21.8 24.1 23.0 23.8 23.2
   excl MSFT 27.3 32.3 30.2 31.2 30.3
   excl MSFT & IBM 3.1 4.8 4.0 3.9 3.8

Infrastructure Mgmt 20.1 22.2 22.3 21.8 21.6

TOTAL SOFTWARE 19.3 20.8 20.3 19.7 20.0
   excl MSFT 20.9 23.7 22.8 21.6 22.2
   excl MSFT & IBM 12.2 14.4 13.9 12.2 13.1

MLODI RATING

New License Revenue ($M) On Demand License Revenue On Demand Deployment

Source: Company reports and Merrill Lynch estimates
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Chart 7: MLODI Comparative Valuation Table – Calendar Year 2003

Enterprise Application Software
Inv. Price Market Revenue EV/ OCF EV/ OCF/ Def Rev Bookings Op

Company Ticker Opinion Analyst FYE 4/16/04 Cap ($M) ($M) P/S EV/S EPS P/E OpE ($M) OCF Net Inc ($M) ($M) OER Margin

Amdocs DOX C-1-9 TL Sep $28.52 $6,291 $1,572 4.0x 3.6x $0.94 30.3x 28.8x $268 21.1x 1.3x $183 $1,605 18% 17%

Callidus Software CALD NC Dec $8.00 $196 $72 2.7x 1.6x $0.19 42.1x 25.9x ($18) N/M N/M $9 $72 8% 8%

Chordiant CHRD NC Dec $4.83 $335 $68 4.9x 4.3x ($0.04) N/M N/M ($8) N/M 3.5x $18 $62 -14% -4%

Digital Insight DGIN C-1-9 GS Dec $21.30 $748 $154 4.8x 4.4x $0.44 48.4x 12.6x $34 19.9x 0.7x $5 $154 15% 15%

E.piphany EPNY NC * Dec $5.19 $398 $96 4.1x 1.3x ($0.20) N/M N/M ($21) N/M 1.4x $19 $95 -22% -21%

Intuit INTU C-1-9 GS Jul $42.09 $8,562 $1,759 4.9x 4.3x $1.53 27.5x N/M $471 16.1x 1.5x $204 $1,792 7% 5%

i2 Technologies ITWO NC * Dec $1.10 $477 $495 1.0x 1.1x $0.09 12.2x 9.3x ($77) N/M N/M $213 $389 -11% 13%

JDA Software JDAS NC * Dec $15.15 $438 $207 2.1x 1.6x $0.26 58.3x 53.9x $21 15.5x 2.8x $25 $209 6% 5%

Lawson Software LWSN NC * May $8.09 $793 $353 2.2x 1.6x $0.11 73.5x 21.1x $124 4.5x 11.2x $83 $351 10% 5%

Manhattan Assoc. MANH NC * Dec $29.85 $893 $197 4.5x 3.7x $0.81 36.9x 28.4x $36 20.3x 1.5x $18 $200 19% 18%

Manugistics MANU NC * Feb $5.38 $433 $251 1.7x 1.8x ($0.06) N/M N/M $7 66.8x N/M $44 $251 -34% -35%

PeopleSoft  PSFT C-3-9 JM Dec $17.95 $6,723 $2,267 3.0x 2.3x $0.64 28.0x 36.6x $398 13.4x 1.8x $708 $2,457 17% 10%

Retek RETK NC * Dec $7.67 $419 $168 2.5x 1.9x ($0.06) N/M N/M $2 137.4x N/M $49 $168 -8% -4%

Sage Group SGGEF C-2-9 LM Sep 1.73 2,206 589 3.7x 3.9x 8.39 20.6x 14.2x 134 17.1x 1.2x N/M 616 N/M N/M

SAP AG SAP C-1-7 LM Dec 33.31 41,396 7,025 5.9x 5.6x 3.48 38.3x 38.0x 1,491 26.4x 1.4x 305 6,969 24% 25%

Siebel Systems SEBL C-2-9 JM Dec $11.40 $6,259 $1,351 4.6x 3.2x $0.19 60.0x 99.6x $188 23.1x 2.5x $282 $1,362 8% 7%

Webex Comm. WEBX NC * Dec $29.99 $1,308 $189 6.9x 6.2x $0.64 46.9x 43.5x $61 19.3x 2.2x $10 $190 24% 24%
Average 3.7x 3.1x 40.2x 34.3x 30.8x 2.5x 4% 6%

Source: Company reports and Merrill Lynch estimates

Definitions:

EV = Market cap + LT Debt – Cash

OpE = Operating income after tax

Bookings = Total revenue + Change in deferred revenue

OER = Operating Efficiency Ratio = (Bookings - Operating Expenses)/ Bookings
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Chart 8: MLODI Comparative Valuation Table – Calendar Year 2003

Enterprise Infrastructure Software
Inv. Price Market Revenue EV/ OCF EV/ OCF/ Def Rev Bookings Op

Company Ticker Opinion Analyst FYE 4/16/04 Cap ($M) ($M) P/S EV/S EPS P/E OpE ($M) OCF Net Inc ($M) ($M) OER Margin

Autonomy AUTN C-3-9 RL Dec $22.57 $507 $55 9.2x 7.2x $0.05 117.6x 77.6x ($6) N/M N/M $6 $56 8% 7%

BEA Systems BEAS C-2-9 JM Jan $12.18 $5,165 $1,012 5.1x 5.2x $0.32 38.1x 37.2x $213 24.5x 1.6x $274 $1,053 23% 20%

Borland BORL NC * Dec $9.65 $793 $295 2.7x 2.0x $0.10 96.5x 104.2x ($13) N/M N/M $48 $308 8% 4%

Filenet FILE NC * Dec $28.35 $1,132 $365 3.1x 2.4x $0.28 101.3x 124.3x $52 16.9x 4.8x $42 $364 3% 3%

Interwoven IWOV NC * Dec $10.24 $335 $112 3.0x 1.8x ($0.65) N/M N/M ($33) N/M 1.9x $44 $119 -10% -17%

Iona Technologies IONA NC * Dec $7.05 $252 $74 3.4x 2.6x ($0.59) N/M N/M ($3) N/M 0.2x $24 $72 -30% -26%

Microsoft MSFT B-1-7 JM Jun $25.16 $274,219 $34,268 8.0x 6.5x $1.14 22.1x 23.4x $14,856 14.9x 1.2x $7,852 $33,284 40% 41%

Novell NOVL C-1-9 JM Oct $11.12 $4,360 $1,113 3.9x 3.4x $0.08 139.0x 162.8x $61 62.0x 2.0x $294 $1,142 6% 3%

Open Text OTEX C-1-9 RT Jun $29.60 $1,249 $203 6.2x 5.8x $0.71 41.7x 49.1x $24 49.3x 0.8x $39 $214 20% 16%

Oracle ORCL C-1-9 JM May $11.99 $63,991 $9,911 6.5x 5.7x $0.48 25.0x 22.7x $2,727 20.6x 1.1x $1,355 $10,041 38% 38%

Red Hat RHAT C-2-9 JM Feb $23.19 $4,444 $126 35.2x 32.5x $0.10 231.9x N/M $60 68.2x 3.3x $71 $179 34% 6%

SeeBeyond SBYN NC * Dec $4.21 $370 $138 2.7x 2.2x ($0.25) N/M N/M ($18) N/M 0.9x $31 $141 -12% -15%

Software AG SWDAF C-1-9 RL Dec 22.20 621 422 1.5x 1.3x 1.45 15.3x 53.1x 15 35.5x N/M 84 425 N/M N/M

Sybase SY  NC * Dec $18.48 $1,853 $778 2.4x 1.6x $1.08 17.1x 13.8x $202 6.3x 1.9x $207 $784 18% 17%

TIBCO Software TIBX NC * Nov $8.68 $1,931 $253 7.6x 5.8x $0.10 86.8x N/M $7 200.5x 0.3x $46 $253 1% 1%

Verity VRTY NC * May $13.56 $551 $115 4.8x 2.4x $0.42 32.3x 24.6x $20 13.9x 1.2x $19 $116 20% 19%

Vignette VIGN NC * Dec $1.89 $513 $158 3.2x 1.7x ($0.01) N/M 238.4x ($43) N/M 11.0x $35 $149 -11% -5%

Vitria Technology VITR NC * Dec $4.37 $148 $81 1.8x 0.7x ($0.35) N/M N/M ($75) N/M 5.4x $14 $81 -21% -21%

webMethods WEBM C-2-9 JM Mar $9.91 $516 $188 2.7x 1.9x ($0.26) N/M N/M ($12) N/M 0.9x $40 $179 -14% -8%
Average 6.0x 4.9x 74.2x 77.6x 46.6x 2.4x 7% 5%

Source: Company reports and Merrill Lynch estimates

Definitions:

EV = Market cap + LT Debt – Cash

OpE = Operating income after tax

Bookings = Total revenue + Change in deferred revenue

OER = Operating Efficiency Ratio = (Bookings - Operating Expenses)/ Bookings
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Chart 9: MLODI Comparative Valuation Table – Calendar Year 2003

Infrastructure Management Software  

Inv. Price Market Revenue EV/ OCF EV/ OCF/ Def Rev Bookings Op

Company Ticker Opinion Analyst FYE 4/16/04 Cap ($M) ($M) P/S EV/S EPS P/E OpE ($M) OCF Net Inc ($M) ($M) OER Margin

Akamai Technologies AKAM NC * Dec $14.01 $1,786 $160 11.1x 12.3x ($0.22) N/M 51.3x ($19) N/M 0.8x $3 $161 25% 24%

BMC Software   BMC C-2-9 JM Mar $19.87 $4,510 $1,399 3.2x 2.7x $0.48 41.2x 82.7x $458 8.2x 4.1x $1,269 $1,500 13% 6%

Check Point Software CHKP C-1-9 EM Dec $21.38 $5,470 $433 12.6x 8.9x $0.96 22.3x 19.3x $273 14.2x 1.1x $106 $439 60% 59%

Citrix Systems CTXS C-1-9 EM Dec $21.64 $3,730 $589 6.3x 4.8x $0.78 27.7x 22.1x $255 11.1x 1.9x $165 $650 35% 28%

Computer Associates  CA C-1-7 JM Mar $26.33 $16,114 $3,242 5.0x 5.3x $0.53 50.0x 38.3x $1,263 13.5x 3.9x $1,486 $3,571 27% 20%

Compuware CPWR NC * Mar $8.56 $3,304 $1,265 2.6x 2.3x $0.11 77.8x 179.2x $257 11.4x 6.9x $555 $1,260 1% 2%

Corio CRIO NC * Dec $3.98 $271 $69 3.9x 3.3x ($0.14) N/M N/M $3 90.1x N/M $4 $70 -8% -12%

Embarcadero Technolo EMBT NC * Dec $12.75 $369 $52 7.1x 6.0x $0.25 51.0x 47.2x $15 21.4x 2.1x $13 $55 23% 19%

Mercury Interactive MERQ C-1-9 JM Dec $45.68 $4,432 $506 8.8x 9.0x $0.93 49.1x 59.2x $180 25.1x 2.1x $281 $628 35% 19%

Micromuse MUSE C-2-9 JM Sep $7.89 $644 $135 4.8x 3.9x $0.09 87.7x 60.0x $19 27.6x 1.5x $46 $132 6% 8%

NetIQ NTIQ C-2-9 JM Jun $14.44 $832 $280 3.0x 1.8x $0.20 72.2x 106.6x $34 14.4x 3.0x $73 $291 8% 4%

Network Associates NET C-1-9 EM Dec $18.64 $3,106 $936 3.3x 2.9x $0.66 28.2x 25.4x $156 17.2x 1.3x $460 $1,067 26% 16%

Opsware OPSW NC * Jan $7.66 $667 $18 37.0x 33.7x ($0.12) N/M N/M ($14) N/M 1.5x $6 $24 -28% -70%

Quest Software QSFT C-1-9 JM Dec $15.54 $1,499 $305 4.9x 4.6x $0.33 46.6x 65.7x $76 18.6x 2.4x $83 $325 18% 13%

Serena Software SRNA NC * Jan $18.28 $731 $106 6.9x 5.9x $0.75 24.4x 22.8x $26 24.4x 0.9x $39 $111 40% 37%

Symantec Corp. SYMC C-2-9 EM Mar $45.67 $16,541 $1,704 9.7x 8.7x $1.06 43.1x 44.5x $584 25.5x 1.5x $868 $2,034 41% 30%

VeriSign VRSN C-2-9 EM Dec $15.94 $3,928 $1,055 3.7x 3.0x $0.59 27.0x 23.6x $358 8.8x 2.5x $339 $910 6% 19%

Average 7.9x 7.0x 46.3x 56.5x 22.1x 2.3x 19% 13%

Source: Company reports and Merrill Lynch estimates

Definitions:

EV = Market cap + LT Debt – Cash

OpE = Operating income after tax

Bookings = Total revenue + Change in deferred revenue

OER = Operating Efficiency Ratio = (Bookings - Operating Expenses)/ Bookings
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Chart 10: MLODI Comparative Valuation Table – Calendar Year 2003

Business Analytic Software
Inv. Price Market Revenue EV/ OCF EV/ OCF/ Def Rev Bookings Op

Company Ticker Opinion Analyst FYE 4/16/04 Cap ($M) ($M) P/S EV/S EPS P/E OpE ($M) OCF Net Inc ($M) ($M) OER Margin

Ascential ASCL NC * Dec $22.52 $1,396 $185 7.5x 4.7x $0.22 102.4x N/M ($15) N/M N/M $41 $209 15% 4%

Business Objects BOBJ C-2-9 EM Dec $28.48 $2,720 $561 4.8x 4.4x $0.83 34.3x 60.2x $99 25.1x 1.8x $136 $621 22% 13%

Cognos COGN C-1-9 EM Feb $33.29 $3,080 $683 4.5x 3.9x $0.99 33.6x 28.2x $142 18.9x 1.6x $179 $716 22% 18%

Fair Issac & Co FIC C-1-9 EM Sep $36.18 $2,668 $652 4.1x 3.8x $1.55 23.3x 18.2x $197 12.5x 1.5x $38 $669 33% 32%

Informatica INFA C-1-9 EM Dec $8.80 $788 $206 3.8x 2.7x $0.16 55.0x 81.7x $13 41.3x 1.0x $51 $205 4% 4%

Hummingbird HUMC C-2-9 RT Sep $23.65 $418 $199 2.1x 1.5x $1.24 19.1x 31.2x $47 6.5x 2.1x $57 $212 12% 6%

Hyperion HYSL C-2-9 EM Jun $39.68 $1,594 $545 2.9x 2.3x $1.09 36.4x 33.2x $68 18.8x 1.6x $123 $578 17% 12%

MicroStrategy MSTR NC * Dec $50.89 $809 $176 4.6x 4.3x $1.56 32.6x 26.7x $37 20.4x 1.7x $31 $181 20% 17%

Average 4.3x 3.5x 42.1x 39.9x 20.5x 1.6x 18% 13%

Technical and Design Software
Inv. Price Market Revenue EV/ OCF EV/ OCF/ Def Rev Bookings Op

Company Ticker Opinion Analyst FYE 4/16/04 Cap ($M) ($M) P/S EV/S EPS P/E OpE ($M) OCF Net Inc ($M) ($M) OER Margin

Adobe Systems ADBE C-1-7 JV Nov $41.54 $9,974 $1,421 7.0x 6.1x $1.40 29.7x 26.6x $327 26.7x 1.0x $43 $1,432 33% 32%

Autodesk ADSK C-1-7 JV Jan $33.94 $3,828 $952 4.0x 3.6x $0.83 10.2x N/M $93 37.4x 1.0x $127 $986 0% -4%

Cadence Design CDN C-1-9 JV Dec $14.08 $3,863 $1,108 3.5x 3.4x $0.49 28.7x 25.2x $31 122.2x N/M $255 $1,144 18% 16%

Dassault Systemes DASTY C-2-7 JV Dec $40.37 $4,683 $755 6.2x 5.6x $1.43 28.2x 29.9x $141 30.0x 1.0x $228 $758 29% 29%

MSC Software MNS C-2-9 JV Dec $9.50 $288 $253 1.1x 1.0x ($0.05) N/M 11.9x $5 53.3x N/M $69 $255 9% 8%

Macromedia MACR C-2-9 JV Mar $18.84 $1,327 $351 3.8x 3.0x $0.55 34.3x 30.1x $35 30.3x 1.0x $38 $361 15% 13%

Mentor Graphics MENT C-1-9 JV Dec $17.22 $1,224 $676 1.8x 1.7x $0.60 28.7x 19.7x $12 99.5x 0.3x $75 $677 8% 8%

Parametric Tech PMTC C-2-9 JV Sep $5.17 $1,377 $657 2.1x 1.8x ($0.43) N/M N/M ($108) N/M 0.9x $184 $661 -4% -5%

Synopsys SNPS C-1-9 JV Oct $28.68 $4,757 $1,194 4.0x 3.6x $1.58 18.2x 22.9x $357 12.2x 2.4x $531 $1,309 28% 21%

Average 3.7x 3.3x 25.4x 23.8x 51.4x 1.1x 15% 13%

Source: Company reports and Merrill Lynch estimates

Definitions:

EV = Market cap + LT Debt – Cash

OpE = Operating income after tax

Bookings = Total revenue + Change in deferred revenue

OER = Operating Efficiency Ratio = (Bookings - Operating Expenses)/ Bookings
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Chart 11: MLODI Tracking Table – Calendar 2003

Enterprise Application Software
MLODI RATING 14.5 License
   excl MSFT 11.3 Revenue

Inv.
Company Ticker Opinion Analyst 2003 $M % $M % $M % $M %
Adobe Systems ADBE C-1-7 JV $1,192 $0 0% $1,192 100% $0 0% $1,192 100%
Amdocs DOX C-1-9 TL $1,511 $0 0% $1,511 100% $0 0% $1,511 100%
Ascential ASCL NC * $93 $0 0% $93 100% $0 0% $93 100%
Autodesk ADSK C-1-7 JV $812 $115 14% $697 86% $0 0% $812 100%
Business Objects BOBJ C-2-9 EM $275 $0 0% $275 100% $0 0% $275 100%
Cadence Design CDN C-1-9 JV $603 $416 69% $187 31% $0 0% $603 100%
Callidus Software CALD NC * $38 $0 0% $38 100% $0 0% $38 100%
Chordiant CHRD NC * $27 $0 0% $27 100% $0 0% $27 100%
Cognos COGN C-1-9 EM $272 $0 0% $272 100% $0 0% $272 100%
Dassault Systemes DASTY C-2-7 JV $736 $378 51% $358 49% $0 0% $736 100%
Digital Insight DIGN C-1-9 GS $154 $154 100% $0 0% $0 0% $154 100%
E.piphany EPNY NC * $44 $0 0% $44 100% $0 0% $44 100%
Fair Issac & Co FIC C-1-9 EM $403 $353 87% $51 13% $212 53% $191 47%
Hummingbird HUMC C-2-9 RT $95 $0 0% $95 100% $0 0% $95 100%
Hyperion HYSL C-2-9 EM $209 $0 0% $209 100% $0 0% $209 100%
i2 Technologies ITWO NC * $65 $38 58% $27 42% $25 38% $40 62%
Informatica INFA C-1-9 EM $95 $0 0% $95 100% $0 0% $95 100%
Intuit INTU C-1-9 GS $1,221 $61 5% $1,160 95% $14 1% $1,207 99%
JDA Software Group JDAS NC * $59 $0 0% $59 100% $0 0% $59 100%
Lawson Software LWSN NC * $91 $0 0% $91 100% $0 0% $91 100%
Macromedia MACR C-2-9 JV $341 $0 0% $341 100% $0 0% $341 100%
Manhattan Associates MANH NC * $43 $4 9% $39 91% $0 0% $43 100%
Manugistics MANU NC * $74 $0 0% $74 100% $0 0% $74 100%
Mentor Graphics MENT C-1-9 JV $178 $58 32% $121 68% $0 0% $178 100%
Microsoft (Info Worker, Bus Sol) MSFT B-1-7 JM $10,502 $3,943 38% $6,559 62% $0 0% $10,502 100%
MicroStrategy MSTR NC * $77 $0 0% $77 100% $0 0% $77 100%
MSC Software MNS C-2-9 JV $151 $79 53% $72 47% $0 0% $151 100%
Parametric Tech PMTC C-2-9 JV $197 $0 0% $197 100% $0 0% $197 100%
PeopleSoft  PSFT C-3-9 JM $538 $0 0% $538 100% $0 0% $538 100%
Retek RETK NC * $60 $0 0% $60 100% $0 0% $60 100%
Sage Group SGGEF C-2-9 LM $92 $0 0% $92 100% $0 0% $92 100%
Salesforce.com Private * * $74 $74 100% $0 0% $74 100% $0 0%
SAP AG SAP C-1-7 LM $2,610 $0 0% $2,610 100% $0 0% $2,610 100%
Siebel Systems SEBL C-2-9 JM $482 $0 0% $482 100% $0 0% $482 100%
Synopsys SNPS C-1-9 JV $1,107 $804 73% $303 27% $0 0% $1,107 100%
Webex Communications WEBX NC * $189 $189 100% $0 0% $189 100% $0 0%

Revenue Tracking Deployment Tracking

License
On Demand Perpetual

License
On Demand On Premise
Deployment Deployment

2003 2003 2003 2003

Source: Company reports and Merrill Lynch estimates
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Chart 12: MLODI Tracking Table – Calendar 2003

Enterprise Infrastructure Software

MLODI RATING 23.2

   excl MSFT 30.3 License

   excl MSFT & IBM 3.8 Revenue

Inv.

Company Ticker Opinion Analyst 2003 $M % $M % $M % $M %

Autonomy AUTN C-3-9 RL $39 $0 0% $39 100% $0 0% $39 100%

BEA Systems BEAS C-2-9 JM $521 $0 0% $521 100% $26 5% $495 95%

Borland BORL NC * $219 $0 0% $219 100% $0 0% $219 100%

Filenet FILE NC * $149 $0 0% $149 100% $0 0% $149 100%

IBM (OS) IBM B-1-7 SM $2,567 $1,540 60% $1,027 40% $546 21% $2,021 79%

IBM (Middleware) IBM B-1-7 SM $11,809 $7,085 60% $4,724 40% $2,509 21% $9,300 79%

Interwoven IWOV NC * $46 $0 0% $46 100% $0 0% $46 100%

Iona Technologies IONA NC $36 $0 0% $36 100% $0 0% $36 100%

Microsoft (Client, Server) MSFT B-1-7 JM $18,681 $5,833 31% $12,848 69% $0 0% $18,681 100%

Novell NOVL C-1-9 JM $259 $0 0% $259 100% $0 0% $259 100%

Open Text OTEX C-1-9 RT $88 $0 0% $85 100% $0 0% $85 100%

Oracle ORCL C-1-9 JM $3,414 $0 0% $3,414 100% $254 7% $3,160 93%

Red Hat RHAT C-2-9 JM $84 $84 100% $0 0% $0 0% $84 100%

SeeBeyond SBYN NC * $52 $0 0% $52 100% $0 0% $52 100%

Software AG SWDAF C-1-9 RL $126 $0 0% $126 100% $0 0% $126 100%

Sybase SY  NC * $215 $0 0% $215 100% $0 0% $215 100%

TIBCO Software TIBX NC * $140 $0 0% $140 100% $0 0% $140 100%

Verity VRTY NC * $65 $65 100% $0 0% $0 0% $65 100%

Vignette VIGN NC * $61 $0 0% $61 100% $0 0% $61 100%

Vitria Technology VITR NC * $30 $0 0% $30 100% $0 0% $30 100%

webMethods WEBM C-2-9 JM $97 $5 5% $92 95% $0 0% $97 100%

Revenue Tracking Deployment Tracking

On Demand Perpetual On Demand On Premise

2003 2003 2003 2003

License License Deployment Deployment

Source: Company reports and Merrill Lynch estimates
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Chart 13: MLODI Tracking Table – Calendar 2003

Infrastructure Management
MLODI RATING 21.6 License

Revenue
Inv.

Company Ticker Opinion Analyst 2003 $M % $M % $M % $M %
Akamai Technologies AKAM NC * $161 $158 98% $4 2% $161 100% $0 0%

BMC Software   BMC C-2-9 JM $576 $55 10% $521 90% $0 0% $576 100%

Check Point Software CHKP C-1-9 EM $232 $2 1% $230 99% $0 0% $232 100%

Citrix Systems CTXS C-1-9 EM $374 $0 0% $374 100% $0 0% $374 100%

Computer Associates  CA C-1-7 JM $1,835 $1,835 100% $0 0% $0 0% $1,835 100%

Compuware CPWR NC * $273 $0 0% $273 100% $0 0% $273 100%

Corio CRIO NC * $60 $60 100% $0 0% $60 100% $0 0%

Embarcadero Technologies EMBT NC * $27 $0 0% $27 100% $0 0% $27 100%

EMC EMC C-2-9 SS $1,409 $0 0% $1,409 100% $0 0% $1,409 100%

Mercury Interactive MERQ C-1-9 JM $300 $99 33% $201 67% $32 11% $268 89%

Micromuse MUSE C-2-9 JM $74 $0 0% $74 100% $0 0% $74 100%

NetIQ NTIQ C-2-9 JM $162 $5 3% $157 97% $5 3% $157 97%

Network Associates NET C-1-9 EM $413 $190 46% $224 54% $72 17% $345 84%

Quest Software QSFT C-1-9 JM $180 $0 0% $180 100% $0 0% $180 100%

Serena Software SRNA NC * $45 $0 0% $45 100% $0 0% $45 100%

Symantec Corp. SYMC C-2-9 EM $1,664 $836 50% $828 50% $0 0% $1,664 100%

VeriSign VRSN C-2-9 EM $189 $179 95% $9 5% $181 96% $8 4%

Veritas VRTS C-1-9 SS $1,115 $0 0% $1,115 100% $0 0% $1,115 100%

Revenue Tracking Deployment Tracking
On Demand Perpetual On Demand On Premise

2003 2003 2003 2003
License License Deployment Deployment

Source: Company reports and Merrill Lynch estimates
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Important Disclosures

Investment Rating Distribution:  Technology Group (as of 31 March 2004)
Coverage Universe Count Percent Inv. Banking Relationships* Count Percent
Buy 109 47.60% Buy 27 24.77%
Neutral 107 46.72% Neutral 19 17.76%
Sell 13 5.68% Sell 2 15.38%

Investment Rating Distribution:  Global Group (as of 31 March 2004)
Coverage Universe Count Percent Inv. Banking Relationships* Count Percent
Buy 1085 44.03% Buy 362 33.36%
Neutral 1215 49.31% Neutral 306 25.19%
Sell 164 6.66% Sell 28 17.07%

* Companies in respect of which MLPF&S or an affiliate has received compensation for investment banking services within the past 12 months.

OPINION KEY: Opinions include a Volatility Risk Rating, an Investment Rating and an Income Rating.  VOLATILITY RISK RATINGS, indicators of potential
price fluctuation, are: A - Low, B - Medium, and C - High. INVESTMENT RATINGS, indicators of expected total return (price appreciation plus yield) within the 12-
month period from the date of the initial rating, are: 1 - Buy (10% or more for Low and Medium Volatility Risk Securities - 20% or more for High Volatility Risk
securities); 2 - Neutral (0-10% for Low and Medium Volatility Risk securities - 0-20% for High Volatility Risk securities); 3 - Sell (negative return); and 6 - No
Rating. INCOME RATINGS, indicators of potential cash dividends, are: 7 - same/higher (dividend considered to be secure); 8 - same/lower (dividend not
considered to be secure); and 9 - pays no cash dividend.

The analyst(s) responsible for covering the securities in this report receive compensation based upon, among other factors, the overall profitability of Merrill
Lynch, including profits derived from investment banking revenues.

Copyright 2004 Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated (MLPF&S). All rights reserved. Any unauthorized use or disclosure is prohibited. This report has been
prepared and issued by MLPF&S and/or one of its affiliates and has been approved for publication in the United Kingdom by Merrill Lynch Pierce, Fenner & Smith Limited,
which is regulated by the FSA; has been considered and distributed in Australia by Merrill Lynch Equities (Australia) Limited (ABN 65 006 276 795), licensed under the
Australian Corporations Act, AFSL No 235132; has been considered and distributed in Japan by Merrill Lynch Japan Securities Co, Ltd, a registered securities dealer under
the Securities and Exchange Law in Japan; is distributed in Hong Kong by Merrill Lynch (Asia Pacific) Ltd, which is regulated by the Hong Kong SFC; and is distributed in
Singapore by Merrill Lynch International Bank Ltd (Merchant Bank) and Merrill Lynch (Singapore) Pte Ltd, which are regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.  The
information herein was obtained from various sources; we do not guarantee its accuracy or completeness.

Neither the information nor any opinion expressed constitutes an offer, or an invitation to make an offer, to buy or sell any securities or any options, futures or other
derivatives related to such securities ("related investments"). Officers of MLPF&S or one of its affiliates may have a financial interest in securities of the issuer(s) or in related
investments.

This research report is prepared for general circulation and is circulated for general information only.  It does not have regard to the specific investment objectives,
financial situation and the particular needs of any specific person who may receive this report.  Investors should seek financial advice regarding the appropriateness of
investing in any securities or investment strategies discussed or recommended in this report and should understand that statements regarding future prospects may not be
realized.  Investors should note that income from such securities, if any, may fluctuate and that each security’s price or value may rise or fall. Accordingly, investors may
receive back less than originally invested.  Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance.

Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely affect the value, price or income of any security or related investment mentioned in this report.  In addition, investors in
securities such as ADRs, whose values are influenced by the currency of the underlying security, effectively assume currency risk.
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